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Abstrat
A new approah for ustomer segmentation in the CD market is proposed, where
the ustomers are lassied into twelve segments along two axes: \Artist Loyalty"
and \Market Sensitivity". The purhasing behavior of individual ustomers is for-
mulated as a Markov hain in disrete time. The transition struture of the us-
tomers aross the twelve segments is ommon. However, the market segmentation is
reeted by altering transition probabilities in terms of eight dierent parameters.
The entire market for an artist is then expressed as an independent sum of all suh
ustomers. The eight parameters involved are estimated so as to minimize the Eu-
lidian distane between the expeted number of CDs sold over 20 weeks alulated
from the Markov model and the atual POS data obtained from ten CD shops in
urban areas in Japan. The resulting parameter values are then used to understand
the brand harateristis of the leading Japanese musi artists, suggesting new ef-
fetive marketing strategies. While the paper is written by fousing on the Japanese
musi CD market, the proposed approah an be applied to any market in whih
produts are likely to be purhased only one, provided that the data neessary for
estimating the underlying parameter values ould be obtained.
keywords: CD market; ustomer segmentation; ustomer behavior; Markov hain; spetral
analysis; brand harateristis
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1 Introdution
Appliation of Markov hains to marketing analysis dates bak to 1950s originated by the
work of Anderson and Goodman (1957). For the next deade, many researhers developed
various Markov models represented by the brand swithing models of Harary and Lipstein
(1962), Ehrenberg (1965), Hartung and Fisher (1965) and Massy and Morrison (1968).
However, suh Markov models ould not explain real data too well beause of the as-
sumption that all ustomers share a ommon transition probability matrix. For analyzing
ustomer behavior in marketing, the diusion models then emerged, see e.g. Bass (1969),
Horsky and Simon (1983) and Horsky (1990). The unique feature of the diusion proess
approah ould be found in that the whole market would be expressed as the aggregated
outome of individual behaviors of innitely many ustomers. While mirosopi analysis
of individual ustomer behaviors would be lost, rather simple diusion equations would
enable one to ondut a variety of analyses onerning the ustomer behavior as a whole.
In 1990s, as the market eonomy matured, many researhers in marketing began to
pay attention to market segmentation, see e.g. Moorthy and Png (1992), Raaij and
Verhallen (1994), Jedidi et al (1997), Moshis et al (1997), Kuukemiroglu (1999), Peter
and Olson (1999), and Wedel and Kamakura (1999), among others. In this ontext,
Markov models revived to some extent, where the pitfall of being unable to t for real
data was resolved by applying dierent transition probability matries to dierent market
segments. A Markov model by Poulsen (1990), for example, suessfully analyzed brand
swithing phenomena with exellent data t by mixing transition probability matries
aross dierent market segments. Other examples of Markov models in marketing an be
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found in Danaher (1992), Ching et al (2002), Ha et al (2002), Rust et al (2004) and Sumita
et al (2006). Sumita et al (2006) analyzed a whole market from the strategi perspetive
of orporations involved. Markov models have been also applied to apture the ustomer
behavior not only after purhasing but also before purhasing, see e.g. Montgomery et al
(2004) and Netzer et al (2008). This paper follows this line of researh by developing a
Markov hain model for understanding brand harateristis of musi artists in the CD
market.
A typial CD has an anomalous produt life yle in that as soon as the CD is released,
its sales would inrease sharply and then onverge to 0 in about twenty weeks. This
peuliarity onerning the produt life yle of CDs makes it diÆult to develop a Markov
model that an t real data. The purpose of this paper is to overome this diÆulty by
introduing a new approah for ustomer segmentation in the CD market, enabling one
to obtain the exellent tness for real data and to omprehend the brand harateristis
of musi artists in the CD market. While the study relies upon the spei data of the
Japanese CD market, the proposed approah ould be applied to any market in whih
produts are likely to be purhased only one, provided that the data set neessary for
estimating the underlying parameter values ould be obtained.
For the musi CD market, the ustomers may be lassied into twelve segments along
two axes: \Artist Loyalty" onsisting of three dierent levels (Addit, Fan, and Neutral),
and \Market Sensitivity" with four dierent levels (Ultra Sensitive, Sensitive, Normal,
and Insensitive). The artist loyalty of a ustomer to a musi artist is measured by the
number of CDs of the artist purhased by the ustomer, while the market sensitivity of the
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ustomer onerning the musi artist is dened by ranking how soon the CD is purhased
by the ustomer sine the release of the CD.
Given a musi artist, his/her CD and the segment to whih a ustomer belongs, the
purhasing behavior of that ustomer for that CD is formulated as a Markov hain in
disrete time dened on the following ve states: Unknown, Known, Interested, Pur-
hased, and Not Purhased. Sine a musi CD is not likely to be purhased repeatedly,
the two states, Purhased and Not Purhased, are absorbing. The transition struture
of the ustomers aross the twelve segments is ommon. However, the market segmenta-
tion is reeted by altering transition probabilities in terms of eight dierent parameters.
The entire market for the artist is then expressed as an independent sum of all suh
ustomers. The eight parameters are estimated so as to minimize the Eulidian distane
between the expeted number of CDs sold over 20 weeks alulated from the Markov
model and the atual POS data obtained from ten CD shops in urban areas in Japan.
The resulting parameter values are then used to understand the brand harateristis
of the leading Japanese musi artists, thereby providing a basis to suggest new eetive
marketing strategies.
The struture of this paper is as follows. The data set used in this study is rst de-
sribed in Setion 2. A new approah for ustomer segmentation in the CD market is
proposed in Setion 3, where the ustomers are lassied into twelve segments along two
axes: \Artist Loyalty" and \Market Sensitivity". A Markov hain model in disrete time
is developed in Setion 4 to desribe the purhasing behavior of individual ustomers in
eah market segment. The transition struture of the ustomers aross the twelve seg-
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ments is ommon. However, the market segmentation is reeted by altering transition
probabilities in terms of eight dierent parameters. Setion 5 is devoted to development of
algorithmi proedures for estimating the eight parameter values based on spetral anal-
ysis of the underlying transition probability matries. The resulting parameter values are
then utilized in Setion 6 for analyzing the brand harateristis of the leading Japanese
musi artists under the study. Based on this analysis, new eetive marketing strategies
are suggested. Finally, some onluding remarks are given in Setion 7.
In this paper, matries and vetors are indiated by double-underlines ( a; b; et. )
and single-underlines ( x; y; et. ) respetively. The identity matrix is denoted by I and
the zero matrix by 0. The vetor with all omponents equal to 1 is written as 1.
2 Data Desription
The set of POS data used in this study is provided by a ompany having ten retail stores
for CD sales in urban areas in Japan. The data set onsists of purhasing reords of
the ustomers who are house-ard members of the ompany, overing the period of 24
months between September 2003 and August 2005. From the original data set, a subset
is onstruted for the study by extrating the purhasing reords of the ustomers who
purhased at least one of POP CDs by Japanese artists during the data period. The top
5 Japanese musi artists are then seleted based on the total sales monetary amount in
the data period for understanding their brand harateristis. Also hosen are their CDs
whih were released within the data period with more than 20 weeks remained before the
end of the period. The seleted artists and their respetive CDs are listed in Table 1.
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Mr.Children, Ketsumeishi and EXILE are musi groups. For simpliity, however, eah of
them is referred to as an artist in this paper.
Table 1: Seleted Artists and Their Respetive CDs
Artist Name CD Title
Mr.Children Palm(S), Sign(S), Sound of Beatitude(A)
Ketsumeishi Ketsuno Plie 3(A), Tear(S), Bump into You(S), Cherry-Blossom(S)
Ayumi Hamasaki Memorial Address(A), INSPIRE(S), MY STORY(A), STEP You(S)
Ken Hirai Ken's Bar(A), Close Your Eyes(S), You Are My Friend(S),
Before Aetion Deepens (S), SENTIMENTALovers(A)
EXILE EXILE ENTERTAINMENT(A), PERFECT BEST(A)
S:signle A:album
3 Customer Segmentation Matrix
In this paper, the Japanese musi CD market is deomposed into twelve segments along
two axes: \Artist Loyalty" and \Market Sensitivity". With respet to \Artist Loyalty",
ustomers are lassied into 3 segments: Addit, Fan and Neutral. We dene I
def
= fAdd,
Fan, Neug. A ustomer is dened to be an Addit of a musi artist if he/she has
purhased three or more CDs of the artist. A ustomer is a Fan of a musi artist if he/she
has purhased at least one CD but at most two CDs of the artist. Finally, a ustomer is
a Neutral of a musi artist if he/she has not purhased any CD of the artist.
Another axis for market segmentation is \Market Sensitivity" onsisting of four ate-
gories: Ultra Sensitive, Sensitive, Normal and Insensitive. We dene J
def
= fUsen, Sen,
Norm, Insg. A ustomer is dened to be Ultra Sensitive if he/she has purhased a
CD within 3 days sine the release of the CD. He/She is Sensitive (Normal) if a CD is
purhased between 4 to 14 days (15 and 28 days) sine the release of the CD. Finally,
a ustomer is Insensitive if he/she has not purhased any CD of a musi artist or the
purhase is done after 29 days or more sine the release of the CD. These denitions of
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jIj  jJ j = 12 segments are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: \Artist Loyalty" and \Market Sensitivity"
Artist Loyalty Denition
Addit a ustomer who purhased 3 or more CDs of an artist
Fan a ustomer who purhased 1 CD or 2 CDs of an artist
Neutral a ustomer who has not purhased any CD of an artist
Market Sensitivity Denition
Ultra Sensitive a ustomer who purhased a CD within 3 days sine the release of the CD
Sensitive a ustomer who purhased a CD between 4 and 14 days sine the release
of the CD
Normal a ustomer who purhased a CD between 15 and 28 days sine the release
of the CD
Insensitive a ustomer who has not purhased any CD of a musi artist or purhased
a CD sine more than 28 days later sine the release of the CD
For eah seleted artist, the relative sizes of the twelve segments an be estimated
from the POS data based on the denitions in Table 2. The resulting table is alled the
ustomer segmentation matrix. More speially, let N
IJ
(a) be the number of ustomers
of artist a in segment (I; J) 2 I  J . The ustomer segmentation matrix for artist a,
denoted by Q(a), is then dened by
Q(a)
def
= [Q
IJ
(a)℄ ; Q
IJ
(a)
def
=
N
IJ
(a)
N
POS
; (1)
where N
POS
is the number of ustomers who have purhased at least one Japanese POP
CD during the data period. For the data employed, one has N
POS
= 230; 933. The
ustomer segmentation matries of the top ve artists seleted in Setion 2 are shown in
Table 3.
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Table 3: Customer Segmentation Matries of the Five Artists (N
POS
= 230; 933)
Mr.Children N(Mr:Children) = 16; 885 Ketsumeishi N(Ketsumeishi) = 13; 408
N
POS
 N(Mr:Children) = 214; 048 N
POS
 N(Ketsumeishi) = 217; 525
I n J Usen Sen Norm Ins I n J Usen Sen Norm Ins
Add 0.00510 0.00029 0.00004 0.00011 Add 0.00220 0.00036 0.00007 0.00014
Fan 0.04339 0.01591 0.00390 0.00438 Fan 0.02936 0.01634 0.00450 0.00508
Neu 0.39603 0.26152 0.08946 0.17987 Neu 0.41296 0.26102 0.08882 0.17914
Ken Hirai N(Ken Hirai) = 11; 816 Ayumi N(Ayumi Hamasaki) = 8; 828
N
POS
 N(Ken Hirai) = 219; 117 Hamasaki N
POS
 N(Ayumi Hamasaki) = 222; 105
I n J Usen Sen Norm Ins I n J Usen Sen Norm Ins
Add 0.00133 0.00014 0.00003 0.00005 Add 0.00379 0.00032 0.00003 0.00005
Fan 0.02566 0.01436 0.00440 0.00520 Fan 0.02101 0.00913 0.00227 0.00163
Neu 0.41753 0.26322 0.08897 0.17912 Neu 0.41972 0.26827 0.09110 0.18269
EXILE N(EXILE) = 8; 338
N
POS
 N(EXILE) = 222; 595
I n J Usen Sen Norm Ins Note. N(a) denotes the number of ustomers who
Add 0.00168 0.00012 0.00002 0.00001 purhased at least one CD of artist a on the
Fan 0.01960 0.01048 0.00209 0.00210 POS data
Neu 0.42324 0.26712 0.09129 0.18225
4 Development of a Markov Chain Model for De-
sribing Customer Behaviors in the Musi CDMar-
ket
In this setion, a stohasti model is developed for desribing the purhasing behavior
of individual ustomers for a CD of a musi artist. More speially, let fJ(k) : k =
0; 1; 2;    g be a Markov hain in disrete time dened on the following ve states: (1)
Unknown, (2) Known, (3) Interested, (4) Purhased, and (5) Not Purhased. The transi-
tion struture of the Markov hain is depited in Figure 1, where the time unit is taken
to be a week. A ustomer in segment (I; J) 2 I  J may not know about the release of
the CD under onsideration in the beginning. With probability 
1:IJ
, the CD remains to
be unknown to the ustomer, and the ustomer omes to know the CD with probability

1:IJ
= 1   
1:IJ
. The self-transition probabilities 
i:IJ
(i = 2; 3) represent a degree of
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hesitation of the ustomer for advaning his/her interest toward the deision of purhas-
ing or not purhasing. The probabilities 
i:IJ
(i = 2; 3) desribe a degree of inlination
of the ustomer toward purhasing and the ustomer deides not to buy the CD with
probabilities 
i:IJ
(i = 2; 3). Sine a musi CD is not likely to be purhased repeatedly,
the two states, Purhased and Not Purhased, are absorbing.
(5)
(1)
(2) (3)
(4)
Unknown
Known
Interested
Purhased (Absorbing)
Not Purhased (Absorbing)

1:IJ

2:IJ

3:IJ

1:IJ

2:IJ

3:IJ

2:IJ

3:IJ
Figure 1: State Transition Diagram
The transition struture of the ustomers aross the twelve segments is assumed to be
ommon. However, the market segmentation is reeted by altering transition probabil-
ities in terms of eight dierent parameters and the initial state in the following manner.
For those ustomers who belong to the ustomer segment (I; J) 2 I  J , we rst dene

1:IJ
= p
I:J
, whih represents a hane for a ustomer to ome to know the CD under on-
sideration during a week. It is assumed that this probability is equal to the probability of
enountering an opportunity to deepen the interest of the ustomer so that 
2:IJ
= 
1:IJ
.
However, making the nal deision of purhasing it may demand more areful onsider-
ation and we redue 
3:IJ
by 
3:IJ
= 
2:IJ
  where 0 6  6 1. For state 1, one has

1:IJ
= 1  
1:IJ
. For states 2 and 3, the remaining probabilities 1  
i:IJ
for i = 2; 3 are
split between hesitation with probability r
I
and making the deision of not purhasing it
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with probability 1  r
I
.
We assume that p
I:J
= p
I
for I 2 I = fAdd; Fan;Neug and J 2 J n fUseng.
For J = Usen, this probability reeting the inlination toward purhasing is inreased
as p
I:Usen
= p
I
+  where 0 6  6 1   p
I
. In addition, those ustomers in (I; Ins)
segment for I 2 I are assumed to start in state 1. The initial state of those ustomers
in (I; Norm) segment for I 2 I are set to be state 2, and those in (I; fUseng [ fSeng)
for I 2 I are assumed to start at state 3. Consequently, through the eight parameters
p
Add
; p
Fan
; p
Neu
; r
Add
; r
Fan
; r
Neu
;  and  together with the way the initial state is set, the
stohasti behavior of those ustomers in (I; J) 2 I  J an be set dierently. This
struture is summarized in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4: 
i:IJ
, 
i:IJ
and 
i:IJ

1:IJ

2:IJ

3:IJ

1:IJ

2:IJ

3:IJ
Addit 1  p
Add:J
r
Add
(1  p
Add:J
) r
Add
(1  p
Add:J
 ) p
Add:J
p
Add:J
p
Add:J
 
Fan 1  p
Fan:J
r
Fan
(1  p
Fan:J
) r
Fan
(1  p
Fan:J
 ) p
Fan:J
p
Fan:J
p
Fan:J
 
Neutral 1  p
Neu:J
r
Neu
(1  p
Neu:J
) r
Neu
(1  p
Neu:J
 ) p
Neu:J
p
Neu:J
p
Neu:J
 

2:IJ

3:IJ
Addit (1  r
Add
)(1  p
Add:J
) (1  r
Add
)(1  p
Add:J
 )
Fan (1  r
Fan
)(1  p
Fan:J
) (1  r
Fan
)(1  p
Fan:J
 )
Neutral (1  r
Neu
)(1  p
Neu:J
) (1  r
Neu
)(1  p
Neu:J
 )
Note 1. p
I:J
= p
I
for J 2 J n fUseng and p
I:Usen
= p
I
+ 
Note 2. p
Neu:J
6 p
Fan:J
6 p
Add:J
and r
Neu
6 r
Fan
6 r
Add
Table 5: The Initial State of the Customer for J 2 J
J Usen Sen Nor Ins
Initial State 3(Interested) 3(Interested) 2(Known) 1(Unknown)
Given a musi artist, his/her CD and the segment to whih a ustomer belongs, the
Markov hain model desribed above enables one to apture the state of the ustomer
at the beginning of the  -th week. The entire market for the artist is then expressed as
an independent sum of the Markov hains orresponding to all the CDs of that artist
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over all suh ustomers under onsideration. In the next setion, we derive the time
dependent state probability vetor of the resulting Markov hain via spetral analysis of
the underlying transition probability matrix depited in Figure 1. This in turn enables
one to estimate the eight parameters so as to minimize the Eulidian distane between
the expeted number of CDs sold over 20 weeks alulated from the Markov model and
the atual POS data. The resulting parameter values are then used to understand the
brand harateristis of the leading Japanese musi artists, thereby providing a basis to
suggest new eetive marketing strategies.
5 Estimation of Eight Parameter Values via Spetral
Analysis of Transition Probability Matrix
The Markov hain in disrete time desribed in Setion 4 is governed by the one step
transition probability matrix a
IJ
given by
a
IJ
=
2
6
6
6
6
4

1:IJ

1:IJ
0 0 0
0 
2:IJ

2:IJ
0 
2:IJ
0 0 
3:IJ

3:IJ

3:IJ
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
3
7
7
7
7
5
: (2)
Sine this matrix is upper triangular, its eigenvalues are given by 
1:IJ
, 
2:IJ
, and 
3:IJ
whih are simple, and 1 with multipliity two. For M
def
= f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g, based on the
spetral analysis outlined in Appendix, one has
a
IJ
=
X
m2M

IJ m
b
J
IJ m
; 
IJ m
def
=
(

m:IJ
if m = 1; 2 or 3
1 if m = 4 or 5
; (3)
where
b
J
IJ m
are as speied in Appendix. Sine
b
J
IJ m
are idempotent and matrix
orthogonal to eah other, it follows that
a

IJ
=
X
m2M


IJ m
b
J
IJ m
( = 0; 1; 2;    ) ; (4)
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where a
0
IJ
=
P
m2M
b
J
IJ m
= I.
Given (I; J) 2 I  J , the matrix a
IJ
an be determined in terms of the eight param-
eters in Table 4. Furthermore, based on Table 5, the initial state probability vetor of a
ustomer in the (I; J) segment is given by
p
>
IJ
(0) =
8
>
<
>
:
(1; 0; 0; 0; 0) if J = Ins
(0; 1; 0; 0; 0) if J = Nor
(0; 0; 1; 0; 0) if J = Sen or Usen
: (5)
Consequently, the orresponding state probability vetor at week  , denoted by p
IJ
()
def
=
[p
IJ:1
();    ; p
IJ:5
()℄
>
, an be omputed from (4) and (5) as
p
>
IJ
() = p
>
IJ
(0)a

IJ
=
X
m2M


IJ m
p
>
IJ
(0)
b
J
IJ m
( = 0; 1;    ; 20) : (6)
Let S
IJ:a
() be the expeted number of CDs of artist a purhased by those ustomers
in the (I; J) segment during week  , and dene
S
a
()
def
=
X
(I;J)2IJ
S
IJ:a
() : (7)
Sine state 4 orresponding to the deision of purhasing is absorbing as shown in Figure 1,
it follows that
S
IJ:a
() = N
POS
Q
IJ
(a)fp
IJ:4
()  p
IJ:4
(   1)g ;  = 1;    ; 20 : (8)
From (6), (7) and (8), one nds that
S
a
( + 1)
= N
POS
X
I2I

Q
I;Usen
(a)[r
I
f1  (p
I
+ )g℄

(p
I
+ ) +Q
I;Sen
(a)fr
I
(1  p
I
)g

p
I

+Q
I;Norm
(a)
p
I
r
 1
I
1  
f(1  p
I
)

  (1  p
I
)

g+Q
I;Ins
(a)
p
2
I

(1  r
I
)(1  )
I

h
p
I
(1  )(1  p
I
)
 1
+ 
I
fr
I
(1  p
I
)g
 1
  (1  r
I
)r
 1
I
(1  p
I
)

i

; (9)
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where

I
def
= (1  r
I
)  p
I
(1  r
I
) : (10)
We are now in a position to estimate the values of the eight parameters so as to
minimize the Eulidian distane between the expeted number of CDs sold over 20 weeks
alulated from the Markov model and the atual POS data. More speially, let d
a
()
be the atual sales of CDs per musi piee by artist a in week  ( = 1;    ; 20) obtained
from the POS data and dene
D
a
(20)
def
=
20
X
=1
d
a
() : (11)
Of interest is to estimate the values of the eight parameters by minimizing
"(a)
def
=
s
P
20
M=1
f
P
M
=1
S
a
() 
P
M
=1
d
a
()g
2
fD
a
(20)g
2
: (12)
By dierentiating "
2
(a) with respet to x 2 fp
Add
; p
Fan
; p
Neu
; r
Add
; r
Fan
; r
Neu
; ; g, it
an be readily seen that

x
"(a)
2
=
2
fD
a
(20)g
2
20
X
M=1
h
M
X
=1
fS
a
()  d
a
()g
in
M
X
=1

x
S
a
()
o
; (13)
where

x
S
a
() for x 2 fp
Add
; p
Fan
; p
Neu
; r
Add
; r
Fan
; r
Neu
; ; g are given in Appendix. Us-
ing MATLAB as a programming language, (p

Add
; p

Fan
; p

Neu
; r

Add
; r

Fan
; r

Neu
; 

; 

) an be
determined by solving

x
"(a)
2
= 0 for x 2 fp
Add
; p
Fan
; p
Neu
; r
Add
; r
Fan
; r
Neu
; ; g. Sum-
marized in Tables 6 and 7 are the estimated eight parameter values for eah of the ve
artists. Figure 2 demonstrates the exellent t between the expeted number of CDs sold
over 20 weeks alulated from the Markov model and the atual POS data.
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Table 6: Estimated Values of Eight Parameters and Resulting Transition Probabilities
Based on the POS Data for J = Usen
Artist Name
(# of CDs Sold
per Musi Piee)
Mr.Children Parameter p

Add
p

Fan
p

Neu
r

Add
r

Fan
r

Neu




"

(4780) Values 0.8921 0.4212 0.4202 0.9877 0.8135 0.0653 0.0410 0.0918 0.0030
Population Q
I


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ
1280 Add 0.00554 0.0161 0.0159 0.9479 0.9839 0.9839 0.0403 0.0002 0.0118
15605 Fan 0.06757 0.4870 0.3962 0.7964 0.5130 0.5130 0.0210 0.0908 0.1826
214048 Neu 0.92688 0.4880 0.0319 0.0639 0.5120 0.5120 0.0210 0.4561 0.9151
230933 W:A: 1 0.4853 0.0564 0.1183 0.5147 0.5147 0.0211 0.4289 0.8606
Ketsumeishi Parameter p

Add
p

Fan
p

Neu
r

Add
r

Fan
r

Neu




"

(1642) Values 0.4443 0.4433 0.0853 0.9245 0.8337 0.2691 0.0258 0.0687 0.0131
Population Q
I


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ
642 Add 0.00278 0.4870 0.4502 0.9123 0.5130 0.5130 0.0132 0.0368 0.0745
12766 Fan 0.05528 0.4880 0.4068 0.8227 0.5120 0.5120 0.0132 0.0812 0.1641
217525 Neu 0.94194 0.8460 0.2277 0.2680 0.1540 0.1540 0.0040 0.6183 0.7280
230933 W:A: 1 0.8252 0.2382 0.3005 0.1748 0.1748 0.0045 0.5870 0.6950
Ken Hirai Parameter p

Add
p

Fan
p

Neu
r

Add
r

Fan
r

Neu




"

(2497) Values 0.9900 0.9890 0.3485 0.8379 0.8369 0.2992 0.0159 0.0010 0.0180
Population Q
I


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ
359 Add 0.00155 0.0090 0.0075 0.8247 0.9910 0.9910 0.0158 0.0015 0.1595
11457 Fan 0.04961 0.0100 0.0084 0.8237 0.9900 0.9900 0.0157 0.0016 0.1605
219117 Neu 0.94883 0.6505 0.1946 0.2975 0.3495 0.3495 0.0056 0.4559 0.6969
230933 W:A: 1 0.6177 0.1851 0.3245 0.3823 0.3823 0.0061 0.4326 0.6695
Ayumi Hamasaki Parameter p

Add
p

Fan
p

Neu
r

Add
r

Fan
r

Neu




"

(2059) Values 0.9900 0.4341 0.4331 0.9355 0.2144 0.2134 0.0174 0.0010 0.0147
Population Q
I


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ
966 Add 0.00418 0.0090 0.0084 0.9194 0.9910 0.9910 0.0172 0.0006 0.0634
7862 Fan 0.03404 0.5649 0.1211 0.2128 0.4351 0.4351 0.0076 0.4438 0.7797
222105 Neu 0.96177 0.5659 0.1208 0.2118 0.4341 0.4341 0.0076 0.4451 0.7807
230933 W:A: 1 0.5635 0.1203 0.2148 0.4365 0.4365 0.0076 0.4432 0.7776
EXILE Parameter p

Add
p

Fan
p

Neu
r

Add
r

Fan
r

Neu




"

(2736) Values 0.7630 0.4265 0.4255 0.9871 0.8188 0.0649 0.0402 0.0990 0.0202
Population Q
I


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ
424 Add 0.00184 0.1380 0.1362 0.9529 0.8620 0.8620 0.0347 0.0018 0.0125
7914 Fan 0.03427 0.4745 0.3885 0.8015 0.5255 0.5255 0.0211 0.0860 0.1774
222595 Neu 0.96389 0.4755 0.0309 0.0635 0.5245 0.5245 0.0211 0.4446 0.9154
230933 W:A: 1 0.4748 0.0433 0.0905 0.5252 0.5252 0.0211 0.4315 0.8884
Note. Q
I
desribes the portion of the supporters of an artist in the entire population
with I = Add; Fan;Neu. W:A: means the weighted average over I = Add; Fan;Neu.
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Table 7: Estimated Values of Eight Parameters and Resulting Transition Probabilities
Based on the POS Data for J 6= Usen
Artist Name
(# of CDs Sold
per Musi Piee)
Mr.Children Parameter p

Add
p

Fan
p

Neu
r

Add
r

Fan
r

Neu




"

(4780) Values 0.8921 0.4212 0.4202 0.9877 0.8135 0.0653 0.0410 0.0918 0.0030
Population Q
I


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ
1280 Add 0.00554 0.1079 0.1066 0.9516 0.8921 0.8921 0.0366 0.0013 0.0119
15605 Fan 0.06757 0.5788 0.4709 0.7995 0.4212 0.4212 0.0173 0.1079 0.1833
214048 Neu 0.92688 0.5798 0.0379 0.0642 0.4202 0.4202 0.0172 0.5419 0.9186
230933 W:A: 1 0.5771 0.0675 0.1188 0.4229 0.4229 0.0173 0.5096 0.8639
Ketsumeishi Parameter p

Add
p

Fan
p

Neu
r

Add
r

Fan
r

Neu




"

(1642) Values 0.4443 0.4433 0.0853 0.9245 0.8337 0.2691 0.0258 0.0687 0.0131
Population Q
I


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ
642 Add 0.00278 0.5557 0.5137 0.9139 0.4443 0.4443 0.0115 0.0420 0.0746
12766 Fan 0.05528 0.5567 0.4641 0.8242 0.4433 0.4433 0.0114 0.0926 0.1644
217525 Neu 0.94194 0.9147 0.2461 0.2685 0.0853 0.0853 0.0022 0.6686 0.7293
230933 W:A: 1 0.8939 0.2589 0.3010 0.1061 0.1061 0.0027 0.6350 0.6962
Ken Hirai Parameter p

Add
p

Fan
p

Neu
r

Add
r

Fan
r

Neu




"

(2497) Values 0.9900 0.9890 0.3485 0.8379 0.8369 0.2992 0.0159 0.0010 0.0180
Population Q
I


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ
359 Add 0.00155 0.0100 0.0084 0.8247 0.9900 0.9900 0.0157 0.0016 0.1595
11457 Fan 0.04961 0.0110 0.0092 0.8237 0.9890 0.9890 0.0157 0.0018 0.1605
219117 Neu 0.94883 0.6515 0.1949 0.2975 0.3485 0.3485 0.0055 0.4566 0.6969
230933 W:A: 1 0.6187 0.1854 0.3245 0.3813 0.3813 0.0061 0.4333 0.6695
Ayumi Hamasaki Parameter p

Add
p

Fan
p

Neu
r

Add
r

Fan
r

Neu




"

(2059) Values 0.9900 0.4341 0.4331 0.9355 0.2144 0.2134 0.0174 0.0010 0.0147
Population Q
I


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ
966 Add 0.00418 0.0100 0.0094 0.9194 0.9900 0.9900 0.0172 0.0006 0.0634
7862 Fan 0.03404 0.5659 0.1213 0.2128 0.4341 0.4341 0.0076 0.4446 0.7797
222105 Neu 0.96177 0.5669 0.1210 0.2118 0.4331 0.4331 0.0075 0.4459 0.7807
230933 W:A: 1 0.5645 0.1205 0.2148 0.4355 0.4355 0.0076 0.4440 0.7776
EXILE Parameter p

Add
p

Fan
p

Neu
r

Add
r

Fan
r

Neu




"

(2736) Values 0.7630 0.4265 0.4255 0.9871 0.8188 0.0649 0.0402 0.0990 0.0202
Population Q
I


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


1:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ


2:IJ


3:IJ
424 Add 0.00184 0.2370 0.2339 0.9568 0.7630 0.7630 0.0307 0.0031 0.0125
7914 Fan 0.03427 0.5735 0.4696 0.8048 0.4265 0.4265 0.0171 0.1039 0.1781
222595 Neu 0.96389 0.5745 0.0373 0.0638 0.4255 0.4255 0.0171 0.5372 0.9191
230933 W:A: 1 0.5738 0.0525 0.0908 0.4262 0.4262 0.0171 0.5214 0.8920
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Figure 2: The Expeted Number of CDs Sold over 20 Weeks Based on the Markov Model
and the Atual POS Data
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6 Assessment of Brand Charateristis of the Five
Artists
In this setion, we evaluate the brand harateristis of the ve Japanese musi artists
seleted in Setion 2. Their strengths and weaknesses an be aptured based on the eight
estimated parameter values obtained in Setion 5. For this purpose, it should be noted
that the strong presene of a musi artist in the CD market may be haraterized by the
following three fators:
1) the overall brand power in terms of the total number of CDs sold ;
2) the rapid sales growth upon release of a CD ;
3) the fat tail of the sales reords over a long time period, i.e. the CD ontinues to
sell for a long time although the sales speed may not be neessarily high.
In order to establish ertain performane indiators for apturing these fators, we rst
onsider a ustomer whose purhasing behavior an be haraterized by the Markov hain
in disrete time on N
def
= f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g governed by a as introdued in Setion 4, where
states 4 and 5 are absorbing with the former representing the deision of purhasing and
the latter desribing that of not purhasing. We reall that the state probability vetor
p
>
() at time  is available in losed form through the spetral analysis of a disussed in
Appendix. The entire market onsists of N suh ustomers who behave independently of
eah other.
Let S be the total number of CDs sold within its produt lifeyle. In order to nd
the probability distribution of S, it is neessary to evaluate the absorption probability

j:4
that a ustomer starting at state j eventually reahes state 4 for j = 1; 2; 3. Let
17
Gdef
= f1; 2; 3g and dene the submatrix a
GG
def
= [a
ij
℄
i; j2G
. One nds that
2
4

1:4

2:4

3:4
3
5
= [I
GG
  a
GG
℄
 1
2
4
0
0

3
3
5
: (14)
Given that the initial state of the ustomers under onsideration is state j, it an be seen
that S has the binomial distribution haraterized by the probability generating funtion
(u)
def
= E[u
S
℄ = f1  
j:4
+ 
j:4
ug
N
: (15)
For apturing the overall brand power, of interest is then to evaluate
 
def
=
E[S℄
N
; 
def
= P[S > K℄ : (16)
The growth speed of sales of a CD upon its release an be desribed by the number of
CDs purhased by time  . This random variable, denoted by S
H
() where H stands for
\Head", learly has the binomial distribution with the assoiated probability generating
funtion given by

H
(u; )
def
= E[u
S
H
()
℄ = f1  p
4
() + p
4
()ug
N
: (17)
In parallel with (16), we dene
 
H
()
def
=
E[S
H
()℄
N
; 
H
()
def
= P[S
H
() > K
H
℄ : (18)
As for expressing the strength of having a fat tail of sales, let V
>
()
def
= [V
1
(); V
2
(); V
3
()℄
be a stohasti vetor desribing the purhasing behavior of a ustomer dened by, for
j = 1; 2; 3,
V
j
()
def
=
8
>
<
>
:
1 if the ustomer is in state j at time  and would eventually
purhase the CD after 
0 else
: (19)
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Let u
>
def
= [u
1
; u
2
; u
3
℄ and dene the assoiated multivariate probability generating fun-
tion by
'(u; )
def
= E

u
V ()

= E
h
3
Y
j=1
u
V
j
()
j
i
: (20)
Clearly, V
>
() takes one of the following four vetors [0; 0; 0℄, [1; 0; 0℄, [0; 1; 0℄ and
[0; 0; 1℄ with probabilities 1  (), p
1
()
1:4
, p
2
()
2:4
and p
3
()
3:4
, where
()
def
= p
1
()
1:4
+ p
2
()
2:4
+ p
3
()
3:4
: (21)
It then follows that
'(u; ) = 1  () + p
1
()
1:4
u
1
+ p
2
()
2:4
u
2
+ p
3
()
3:4
u
3
: (22)
Sine we are interested in knowing whether or not a ustomer eventually reahes state 4
starting from one of the three states in G = f1; 2; 3g, we set u
1
= u
2
= u
3
= u so that the
resulting probability generating funtion beomes
b'(u; )
def
= '(u1; ) = 1  () + ()u : (23)
Let S
T
() be the number of CDs purhased after time  , where T denotes \Tail". It
an be readily seen that the probability generating funtion of S
T
() is obtained as
'
T
(u; )
def
= E[u
S
T
()
℄ = fb'(u; )g
N
= f1  () + ()ug
N
: (24)
As for (16) and (18), the key performane indiators for apturing the strength of having
a fat tail of CD sales an then be dened by
 
T
()
def
=
E[S
T
()℄
N
; 
T
()
def
= P[S
T
() > K
T
℄ : (25)
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Using the key performane indiators in (16), (18) and (25), we now assess the brand
harateristis of the ve Japanese musi artists. It should be noted that, given an artist a
and the market segment (I; J) 2 IJ , one has N
IJ
(a) and the eight estimated parameter
values, as well as the initial state of the individual ustomers in this market segment. In
order to emphasize the speiation of an artist a and the market segment (I; J) 2 IJ ,
the random variables S, S
H
() and S
T
() in the above disussion are denoted by S
IJ:a
S
H:IJ:a
() and S
T :IJ:a
(). The key performane indiators  
IJ:a
, 
IJ:a
(), et. are written
similarly. We now dene
S
I:a
def
=
X
J2J
S
IJ:a
; S
H:I:a
()
def
=
X
J2J
S
H:IJ:a
() ; S
T :I:a
()
def
=
X
J2J
S
T :IJ:a
() ; (26)
and
S
a
def
=
X
I2I
S
I:a
; S
H:a
()
def
=
X
I2I
S
H:I:a
() ; S
T :a
()
def
=
X
I2I
S
T :I:a
() : (27)
The orresponding probability generating funtions an then be obtained as

I:a
(u)
def
= E[u
S
I:a
℄ =
Y
J2J

IJ:a
(u) ; (28)

H:I:a
(u; )
def
= E[u
S
H:I:a
()
℄ =
Y
J2J

H:IJ:a
(u; ) ; (29)

T :I:a
(u; )
def
= E[u
S
T :I:a
()
℄ =
Y
J2J

T :IJ:a
(u; ) ; (30)
and

a
(u)
def
= E[u
S
a
℄ =
Y
I2I

I:a
(u) ; (31)

H:a
(u; )
def
= E[u
S
H:a
()
℄ =
Y
I2I

H:I:a
(u; ) ; (32)

T :a
(u; )
def
= E[u
S
T :a
()
℄ =
Y
I2I

T :I:a
(u; ) : (33)
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Given an artist a, by employing the eight parameter values estimated from the POS
data, the key performane indiators in (16), (18) and (25) an be omputed for eah
I 2 I and for the entire market via disrete onvolutions based on (28) through (33).
Conerning K
I
, K
H:I
and K
T :I
, the values adopted for omputing 
I
, 
H:I
and 
T :I
are
summarized in Table 8. For examining the speed of sales growth upon release, we fous
on the rst ve weeks. In order to investigate the strength of a fat tail of sales reords, we
onsider the period after ten weeks. The omputational results based on the POS data
are summarized in Tables 9 through 11 for I 2 I = fAdd; Fan;Neug for eah artist.
Table 8: K
I
, K
H:I
and K
T :I
K
I
K
H:I
K
T :I
Add 200 50 25
Fan 800 450 50
Neu 1000 750 125
Total 2000 1250 200
Table 9: E[S
I:a
℄,  
I:a
and 
I:a
Based on the POS Data
Mr.Children N
I
E[S
I:a
℄  
I:a

I:a
Ketsumeishi N
I
E[S
I:a
℄  
I:a

I:a
Add 1280 988 0.7719 1.0000 Add 642 94 0.1464 0.0000
Fan 15605 1482 0.0950 1.0000 Fan 12766 869 0.0681 0.0000
Neu 214048 3657 0.0171 1.0000 Neu 217525 714 0.0033 0.0000
Total 230933 6127 0.0265 1.0000 Total 230933 1677 0.0073 0.0000
Ken Hirai N
I
E[S
I:a
℄  
I:a

I:a
Ayumi Hamasaki N
I
E[S
I:a
℄  
I:a

I:a
Add 359 32 0.0891 0.0000 Add 966 207 0.2143 0.4834
Fan 11457 1022 0.0892 1.0000 Fan 7862 71 0.0090 0.0000
Neu 219117 1452 0.0066 1.0000 Neu 222105 1822 0.0082 1.0000
Total 230933 2506 0.0109 0.5913 Total 230933 2100 0.0091 0.5617
EXILE N
I
E[S
I:a
℄  
I:a

I:a
Add 424 311 0.7335 0.9679
Fan 7914 762 0.0963 0.0640
Neu 222595 3840 0.0173 1.0000
Total 230933 4913 0.0213 0.9679
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Table 10: E[S
H:I:a
(5)℄ ,  
H:I:a
(5) and 
H:I:a
(5) Based on the POS Data
Mr.Children N
I
E[S
H:I:a
(5)℄  
H:I:a
(5) 
H:I:a
(5) Ketsumeishi N
I
E[S
H:I:a
(5)℄  
H:I:a
(5) 
H:I:a
(5)
Add 1280 229 0.1789 0.6687 Add 642 33 0.0514 0.0002
Fan 15605 963 0.0617 1.0000 Fan 12766 505 0.0396 0.9924
Neu 214048 3587 0.0168 1.0000 Neu 217525 706 0.0032 0.0406
Total 230933 4779 0.0207 0.6687 Total 230933 1244 0.0054 0.0437
Ken Hirai N
I
E[S
H:I:a
(5)℄  
H:I:a
(5) 
H:I:a
(5) Ayumi Hamasaki N
I
E[S
H:I:a
(5)℄  
H:I:a
(5) 
H:I:a
(5)
Add 359 20 0.0557 0.0000 Add 966 71 0.0735 0.1454
Fan 11457 608 0.0531 1.0000 Fan 7862 71 0.0090 0.0000
Neu 219117 1399 0.0064 1.0000 Neu 222105 1772 0.0080 1.0000
Total 230933 2027 0.0088 0.0973 Total 230933 1914 0.0083 0.0884
EXILE N
I
E[S
H:I:a
(5)℄  
H:I:a
(5) 
H:I:a
(5)
Add 424 66 0.1557 0.0692
Fan 7914 487 0.0615 0.9493
Neu 222595 3768 0.0169 1.0000
Total 230933 4321 0.0187 0.4237
Table 11: E[S
T :I:a
(10)℄ ,  
T :I:a
(10) and 
T :I:a
(10) Based on the POS Data
Mr.Children N
I
E[S
T :I:a
(10)℄  
T :I:a
(10) 
T :I:a
(10) Ketsumeishi N
I
E[S
T :I:a
(10)℄  
T :I:a
(10) 
T :I:a
(10)
Add 1280 582 0.4547 0.9975 Add 642 39 0.0607 0.5826
Fan 15605 154 0.0099 1.0000 Fan 12766 141 0.0110 1.0000
Neu 214048 5 0.0000 0.0000 Neu 217525 7 0.0000 0.0000
Total 230933 741 0.0032 0.8854 Total 230933 187 0.0008 0.3265
Ken Hirai N
I
E[S
T :I:a
(10)℄  
T :I:a
(10) 
T :I:a
(10) Ayumi Hamasaki N
I
E[S
T :I:a
(10)℄  
T :I:a
(10) 
T :I:a
(10)
Add 359 5 0.0139 0.0000 Add 966 89 0.0921 0.3760
Fan 11457 157 0.0137 1.0000 Fan 7862 0 0.0000 0.0000
Neu 219117 7 0.0000 0.0000 Neu 222105 3 0.0000 0.0000
Total 230933 169 0.0007 0.0018 Total 230933 92 0.0004 0.0000
EXILE N
I
E[S
T :I:a
(10)℄  
T :I:a
(10) 
T :I:a
(10)
Add 424 193 0.4552 0.8198
Fan 7914 94 0.0119 0.9979
Neu 222595 4 0.0000 0.0000
Total 230933 291 0.0013 0.7171
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From the omputational results presented in Tables 9 through 11, the following obser-
vations an be made.
Mr.Children:
 In the urban areas represented by the POS data, Mr.Children has the strongest
overall brand power among the ve musi artists with E[S℄ = 6127 and  = P[S >
2000℄ = 1:0000.
 This strength omes from exelling in the rapid sales growth upon release of a CD
with E[S
H
(5)℄ = 4779 and 
H
(5) = P[S
H
(5) > 1250℄ = 0:6687, as well as the
fat tail of the sales reords over a long time period with E[S
T
(10)℄ = 741 and

T
(10) = P[S
T
(10) > 200℄ = 0:8854.
 Mr.Children dominates the other four artists in all of the above ategories.
 It is worth noting that Mr.Children has the ore of serious supporters who always pay
attention to the release of new CDs by the artist with  
Add
= E[S
Add
℄=N
Add
= 0:7719
and 
Add
= P[S
Add
> 200℄ = 1:0000.
 Somewhat surprisingly, suh serious supporters ontribute more to the fat tail
strength with  
T :Add
(10) = 0:4547 and 
T :Add
(10) = 0:9975 than to the rapid sales
growth with only  
H:Add
(5) = 0:1788 and 
H:Add
(5) = 0:6687.
 As far as the support of Fan is onerned, one sees that  
Fan
= E[S
Fan
℄=N
Fan
=
0:0950 and 
Fan
= P[S
Fan
> 200℄ = 1:0000, i.e. 10% of Fan on the average would
purhase a CD and the total number of CDs sold would exeed 200 with probability
one.
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 Suh fans are split into three groups: 65% of them responding soon after the re-
lease of a CD (E[S
H:Fan
℄=E[S
Fan
℄ = 0:6498), 10% of them ontributing to the fat
tail strength (E[S
T :Fan
℄=E[S
Fan
℄ = 0:1039), and the remaining 25% purhasing in
between.
 In terms of the total number of CDs sold, the ontribution from Neu is larger than
that of Add or Fan with E[S
Neu
℄=E[S℄ = 0:5968. This support is more or less limited
to rather quik response to the release of a CD with E[S
H:Neu
℄=E[S
Neu
℄ = 0:9809.
This phenomenon seems to be ommon also for the other four musi artists.
< Suggested Marketing Strategy for Mr.Children >
Along with EXILE, those supporters of Mr.Children in Fan and Neu seem to have a
strong potential in that, on the average, 9:5% of Fan and 1:7% of Neu would purhase a
CD, in omparison with 7% and 0:3% for Ketsumeishi, 9% and 0:7% for Ken Hirai, 0:9%
and 0:8% for Ayumi Hamasaki and 9:6% and 1:7% for EXILE. The strong brand power
of Mr.Children may be further strengthened by onentrating on onversion of Fan into
Add, and Neu into Fan.
Ketsumeishi:
 The overall brand power of Ketsumeishi is the weakest among the ve musi artists
with E[S℄ = 1677 and  = P[S > 2000℄ = 0:0000.
 This weakness is present in both the slow sales growth with E[S
H
(5)℄ = 1244 and

H
(5) = P[S
H
(5) > 1250℄ = 0:0437, and the thin tail of the sales reords with
E[S
T
(10)℄ = 187 and 
T
(10) = P[S
T
(10) > 200℄ = 0:3265.
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 In addition, the support from Add is quite low in that, on the average, only 14:6%
of Add would purhase a CD with E[S
Add
℄ = 94,  
Add
= 0:1464 and 
Add
= 0:0000,
only above Ken Hirai.
< Suggested Marketing Strategy for Ketsumeishi >
Sine the overall brand power of Ketsumeishi is rather weak and the support from Add is
not strong either, it may be wise to begin to strengthen its presene in the CD market by
fousing on development of the strong ore of supporters in Add. This may be ahieved
by providing speial servies to those who purhase three CDs or more of Ketsumeishi.
Ken Hirai:
 Ken Hirai is unique in that the support from Add is extremely weak with E[S
Add
℄ =
32,  
Add
= 0:0891 and 
Add
= 0:0000, being the lowest among the ve musi artists
in these ategories.
 However, he has a fairly strong presene in the CD market with E[S℄ = 2506 and
 = P[S > 2000℄ = 0:5913 only next to Mr.Children and Ketsumeishi.
 This hidden strength relies upon the support from Fan with N
Fan
= 11457 ranked
the third among the ve musi artists and E[S
Fan
℄ = 1022 ranked the seond after
Mr.Children.
 Suh fans are split into three groups: 59% of them responding soon after the re-
lease of a CD (E[S
H:Fan
℄=E[S
Fan
℄ = 0:5949), 15% of them ontributing to the fat
tail strength (E[S
T :Fan
℄=E[S
Fan
℄ = 0:1536), and the remaining 26% purhasing in
between.
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< Suggested Marketing Strategy for Ken Hirai >
The hidden strength of Fan along with omparable support from Neu may suggest that
Ken Hirai has not developed the ore of serious supporters and his musi CDs are bought
not beause they are omposed by Ken Hirai but beause their musial ontexts are
appreiated. For enforing the presene of Ken Hirai in the CD market, it would be
neessary to develop a ore of serious supporters who would be attrated to Ken Hirai as
a musiian, rather than to the musial ontexts of his CDs.
Ayumi Hamasaki:
 The brand harateristis of Ayumi Hamasaki would be opposite of Ken Hirai in
that she has a small group of rather strong supporters in Add with E[S
Add
℄ = 207,
 
Add
= 0:2143 and 
Add
= 0:4834, while the support from Fan is the weakest among
the ve musi artists with E[S
Fan
℄ = 71,  
Fan
= 0:0090 and 
Fan
= 0:0000.
 In partiular, the weakness of Fan an be found in its extremely thin tail with
E[S
T :Fan
(10)℄ = 0,  
T :Fan
(10) = 0:0000 and 
T :Fan
(10) = 0:0000.
< Suggested Marketing Strategy for Ayumi Hamasaki >
The top priority for promoting Ayumi Hamasaki in the CD market would be to onvert
those ustomers who have purhased one of her CDs into repeated ustomers, establishing
the foundation for Fan. Relying upon this foundation, it would be then neessary to
expand the existing group of Add further.
EXILE:
 The overall brand power of EXILE is the seond among the ve musi artists, only
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next to Mr.Children, with E[S℄ = 4913 and  = P[S > 2000℄ = 0:9679.
 As for Mr.Children, EXILE is rather strong in both the rapid sales growth upon
release of a CD with E[S
H
(5)℄ = 4321 and 
H
(5) = P[S
H
(5) > 1250℄ = 0:4237 and
the fat tail of the sales reords over a long time period with E[S
T
(10)℄ = 291 and

T
(10) = P[S
T
(10) > 200℄ = 0:7171.
 The strong support from Add of EXILE an be found in that  
Add
= E[S
Add
℄=N
Add
=
0:7335, omparable with Mr.Children having the value of 0.7719.
 Like Mr.Children, suh serious supporters ontribute more to the fat tail strength
with  
T :Add
(10) = 0:4552 and 
T :Add
(10) = 0:8198 than to the rapid sales growth
with only  
H:Add
(5) = 0:1557 and 
H:Add
(5) = 0:0692.
 For the support of Fan, one has  
Fan
= E[S
Fan
℄=N
Fan
= 0:0963 and 
Fan
=
P[S
Fan
> 200℄ = 0:0640, i.e. 10% of Fan on the average would purhase a CD
as Mr.Children, but the total number of CDs sold would exeed 200 only with
probability 0:0640, while this probability for Mr.Children is one.
< Suggested Marketing Strategy for EXILE >
The presene of EXILE in the CD market may be strengthened by following the strategy
in parallel with that of Mr.Children, i.e., to onentrate on onversion of Fan into Add,
and Neu into Fan.
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7 Conluding Remarks
In this paper, a new approah for ustomer segmentation in the musi CD market is
proposed, where the ustomers are lassied into twelve segments along two axes: \Artist
Loyalty" onsisting of three dierent levels (Addit, Fan, and Neutral), and \Market
Sensitivity" with four dierent levels (Ultra Sensitive, Sensitive, Normal, and Insensitive).
The artist loyalty of a ustomer to a musi artist is measured by the number of CDs of the
artist purhased by the ustomer, while the market sensitivity of the ustomer onerning
the musi artist is dened by ranking how soon the CD is purhased by the ustomer
sine the release of the CD. Given a musi artist and his/her CD, the purhasing behavior
of individual ustomers for that CD is formulated as a Markov hain in disrete time
dened on the following ve states: Unknown, Known, Interested, Purhased, and Not
Purhased. Beause a musi CD is not likely to be purhased repeatedly, the two states,
Purhased and Not Purhased, are absorbing. The transition struture of the ustomers
aross the twelve segments is ommon. However, the market segmentation is reeted by
altering transition probabilities in terms of eight dierent parameters. The entire market
for the artist is then expressed as an independent sum of all suh ustomers.
The eight parameters are estimated so as to minimize the Eulidian distane between
the expeted number of CDs sold over 20 weeks alulated from the Markov model and
the atual POS data obtained from ten CD shops in urban areas in Japan. The resulting
parameter values are then used to understand the brand harateristis of the leading
Japanese musi artists, suggesting new eetive marketing strategies.
It should be noted that, while the paper is written by fousing on the Japanese CD
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market, the proposed approah an be applied to any market in whih produts are
likely to be purhased only one, provided that the data set neessary for estimating the
underlying parameter values ould be aessible.
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A Spetral Analysis of a
IJ
In this appendix, the spetral analysis of matrix a
IJ
of (2) in Setion 5 is onduted.
Sine a
IJ
is upper triangular, its eigenvalues are given by 
1:IJ
, 
2:IJ
, and 
3:IJ
whih
are simple, and 1 with multipliity two. The right eigenvetors and left eigenvetors are
obtained as
x
IJ 1
= [1; 0; 0; 0; 0℄
>
;
x
IJ 2
= [
1:IJ
; 
2:IJ
  
1:IJ
; 0; 0; 0℄
>
;
x
IJ 3
= [
1:IJ

2:IJ
;  (
1:IJ
  
3:IJ
)
2:IJ
; (
1:IJ
  
3:IJ
)(
2:IJ
  
3:IJ
); 0; 0℄
>
;
x
IJ 4
= [
2:IJ

3:IJ
; 
2:IJ

3:IJ
; (1  
2:IJ
)
3:IJ
; (1  
2:IJ
)(1  
3:IJ
); 0℄
>
;
x
IJ 5
= [
2:IJ

3:IJ
+ (1  
3:IJ
)
2:IJ
; 
2:IJ

3:IJ
+ (1  
3:IJ
)
2:IJ
; (1  
2:IJ
)
3:IJ
;
0; (1  
2:IJ
)(1  
3:IJ
)℄
>
;
y
IJ 1
= [(
1:IJ
  
2:IJ
)(
1:IJ
  
3:IJ
);  (
3:IJ
  
1:IJ
)
1:IJ
; 
1:IJ

2:IJ
;  
2:IJ

3:IJ
;
 
1:IJ
℄
>
;
y
IJ 2
= [0; (
3:IJ
  
2:IJ
)(1  
2:IJ
);  (1  
2:IJ
)
2:IJ
; 
2:IJ

3:IJ
; 
2:IJ
℄
>
;
y
IJ 3
= [0; 0; 1  
3:IJ
;  
3:IJ
;  
3:IJ
℄
>
;
y
IJ 4
= [0; 0; 0; 0; 1℄
>
;
y
IJ 5
= [0; 0; 0; 1; 0℄
>
;
where 
i:IJ
def
= 
2:IJ

3:IJ
  (
3:IJ
  
i:IJ
)
2:IJ
(i = 1; 2). We dene
bx
IJ m
def
= k
IJ m
x
IJ m
; by
IJ m
def
= k
IJ m
y
IJ m
; m 2M
def
= f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g ;
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kIJ 1
def
=
s
1
(
2:IJ
  
1:IJ
)(
3:IJ
  
1:IJ
)
;
k
IJ 2
def
=
s
1
(
2:IJ
  
1:IJ
)(
3:IJ
  
2:IJ
)(1  
2:IJ
)
;
k
IJ 3
def
=
s
1
(
1:IJ
  
3:IJ
)(
2:IJ
  
3:IJ
)(1  
3:IJ
)
;
k
IJ 4
= k
IJ 5
def
=
s
1
(1  
2:IJ
)(1  
3:IJ
)
:
One then has
by
>
IJ m
1
bx
IJ m
2
= Æ
fm
1
=m
2
g
; m
1
; m
2
2M : (34)
We also dene
b
J
IJ m
def
= bx
IJ m
by
>
IJ m
. It then follows that
a
IJ
=
X
m2M

IJ m
b
J
IJ m
; 
IJ m
def
=
(

m:IJ
if m = 1; 2 or 3
1 if m = 4 or 5
: (35)
Sine
b
J
IJ m
1
b
J
IJ m
2
= 0 for m
1
and m
2
(m
1
6= m
2
; m
1
; m
2
2 M) from (34), a

IJ
is
expressed as
a

IJ
=
X
m2M


IJ m
b
J
IJ m
( = 0; 1;    ) ; (36)
where a
0
IJ
=
P
m2M
b
J
IJ m
= I.
B Derivation of

x
S
a
( ) for x 2 fp
Add
; p
Fan
; p
Neu
; r
Add
,
r
Fan
; r
Neu
; ; g
In this setion,

x
S
a
() for x 2 fp
Add
; p
Fan
; p
Neu
; r
Add
; r
Fan
; r
Neu
; ; g in (13) is provided.
By dierentiating S
a
() with respet to x 2 fp
Add
; p
Fan
; p
Neu
; r
Add
; r
Fan
; r
Neu
; ; g, it an
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be seen that
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